MEMORANDUM
File Ref: EEZ100016

To:

Richard Johnson, Manager EEZ Applications

From:

, Advisor EEZ Applications

Date:

2 May 2018

Subject:

Public Notification of Tamarind Taranaki Limited’s applications for marine
consent and marine discharge consent EEZ100016

Purpose
1.

To seek your approval to publicly notify and serve notice of Tamarind Taranaki Limited’s (Tamarind)
applications for marine consent and marine discharge consent (the applications) in order to meet the
requirements of section 46 of the Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf (Environmental
Effects) Act 2012 (EEZ Act).

Background
2.

On Thursday 8 March 2018, Tamarind lodged applications for marine consent to undertake sidetrack
drilling at multiple existing wells within the Tui Field, and marine discharge consent to discharge harmful
substances as offshore processing drainage from the deck drains aboard a drill rig in New Zealand’s
Exclusive Economic Zone.

3.

The applications were determined to be complete on 9 April 20181 and, in accordance with section 46 of
the EEZ Act, the applications need to be publicly notified within 20 working days from this date, being
Monday 7 May 2018.

4.

The applications will be notified on Friday 4 May 2018 by placing the public notice in the relevant
newspapers and on the EPA website.

5. The identification of parties to be notified of the applications (either directly or through newspapers or
the website) is based on the geographic extent of the oil spill modelling presented in the application
documents, this being the potential effect with the highest and most widespread consequence. The
basis of this approach is explained in paragraphs 25 to 38.

Public notice
6.

A public notice has been prepared for the applications in accordance with section 46 of the EEZ Act.
The public notice is in the prescribed form, includes a summary of the application and also specifies

1 Completeness Memorandum on Tamarind’s development drilling applications dated 9 April 2018
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where the application documents are available for inspection. A copy of the public notice is attached as
Appendix 1, for your approval.
7.

On 17 April 2018, the EPA provided a copy of the draft public notice to Tamarind who has reviewed the
description of the applications and confirmed the address for service. Tamarind’s amendments have
been incorporated into the public notice.

8.

In order to meet the definition of a public notice in the EEZ Act, the EPA must:
a. publish a notice on its website, and
b. publish a short summary of the notice, along with details of the website where the notice can be
accessed in one or more newspapers circulating in Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch, and
Dunedin, and in the region adjacent to the area that is the subject of the applications.

9.

The public notice will appear The Dominion Post and the Taranaki Daily News. Adcorp is being used to
purchase advertising space in these newspapers.

10. The public notice will be published on the EPA website on Friday 4 May 2018. The public notice will
provide a summary of the applications and direct people to the EPA website where supporting
information for submitters, the submission form, and an electronic copy of the application documents will
be made available.

Making the application available for public viewing
11. The EPA is required to specify where the applications will be available for inspection under
section 46(2)(c) of the EEZ Act.
12. The applications will be available for inspection at the following locations:
a. EPA website
b. EPA office, Wellington, and
c. Puke Ariki Library, New Plymouth
13. The Puke Ariki library is considered to be the most accessible location in proximity to the application
area to enable the public to view a copy of the applications.

Supporting information for the public and potential submitters
Supporting information for submitters (website material only)
14. Guidance on making a submission is available on the Public Consultations section of the EPA website2.

2

https://www.epa.govt.nz/public-consultations/how-to-make-a-submission/
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Responding to requests for hard copies of the marine consent and marine discharge
consent applications
15. We are expecting to receive requests for hard copies of the applications. Generally, requests for copies
of the applications should be responded to by providing an electronic copy of the application on CD or
USB. Should a request for a copy of the applications be received, the EPA will save a copy of the
application on USB and send it to the requestor.
16. Any requests specifically for hard copies will be considered by the EPA on a case-by-case basis and
discussed with the applicant, particularly around the timing and potential costs to provide additional hard
copies.

Managing public enquiries
17. A public enquiry system is already in place for the applications. The public enquiry system includes:
a. A web page set up in the Public Consultations area of the EPA website:
https://epa.cwp.govt.nz/preview/3f09b063a674ad51/998f6425183aa94a
b. A cell phone with an 0800 number set up for the applications: 0800 222 510
c.

An email address set up specifically for the applications: Tamarind@epa.govt.nz

d. A separate email address will be set up for receiving submissions:
Tamarind.submission@epa.govt.nz
e. EPA staff allocated to manage the above
18. The website will provide the primary source of information for members of the public and submitters on
the applications and will be updated regularly as the applications progress.

Friend of Submitter
19. We do not propose to appoint a Friend of Submitter (FoS) at this stage. A FoS is not a mandatory
requirement of the EEZ Act. A FoS has only been used for one of the previous EEZ Act applications.
We consider the EPA staff are able to provide any support that submitters require.

Public Information Evening
20. It is not proposed to hold a public information evening at this stage. The EPA previously held a public
information evening in the Taranaki Region on the OMV Maari application (EEZ000007). These
sessions were poorly attended and we consider the high cost associated with such an evening is not
reasonable or justified given the previous low level of interest.
21. If a party, or a community, requests a public information evening we will consider such requests on a
case-by-case basis. Such a session would focus on explaining the marine consent and marine
discharge consent applications, submissions process, and hearing process for the applications. We will
inform you of any such requests and seek direction.
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Identifying parties to be served a copy of the public notice
22. Section 46(1) of the EEZ Act states “if the Environmental Protection Authority is satisfied that an
application for a marine consent for a publicly notifiable activity is complete, it must, –
(a) If the application is for a section 20 activity, immediately notify the Minister in writing that an
application has been made (to allow a board of inquiry to be appointed under section 52); and
(b) within 20 working days, i.

give public notice of the application; and

ii.

serve a copy of the notice on –
A. every other Minister with responsibilities that may be affected by the activity for
which consent is sought:
B. Maritime New Zealand:
C. iwi authorities that the EPA considers may be affected by the application:
D. customary marine title groups that the EPA considers may be affected by the
application:
E. protected customary rights groups that the EPA considers may be affected by
the application:
F. other persons that the EPA considers have existing interests that may be
affected by the application:
G. regional councils whose regions may be affected by the application.”

23. We have identified approximately 1162 parties on whom to serve a copy of the public notice. The
largest group are those that the EPA considers to have existing interests that may be affected by the
application under section 46(1)(b)(F). Appendix 2 provides the list of parties to be served a copy of the
public notice.

Determining the geographic extent of notification
24. The Impact Assessment provided by Tamarind identifies an oil spill resulting from loss of well control at
the Amokura-2H well in the Tui Field as the event with the greatest and most widespread consequence.
25. Tamarind presented two oil spill models, based on worst case scenario loss of well control at the
Amokura-2H well. Tamarind identified Amokura-2H as being likely to have the highest pressure and flow
rates of all the wells subject to its proposed development drilling programme3. Tamarind did not model a
spill from any other well.
26. Tamarind provide a modelling scenario for a loss of well control for a 45-day period, and a 110-day
period. The 45-day model assumes the semi-submersible drill rig undertaking the sidetrack drilling will

3

Page 154 of Tamarind’s Impact assessment.
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be undamaged, and able to drill a relief well and contain the flow from Amokura-2H within 45 days. The
110-day model assumes the semi-submersible will be unable to drill a relief well, and a second drill rig
from within the Asia-Pacific Region will need to be transported to Amokura-2H to contain the flow.
Tamarind note that the likelihood of the 110-day scenario occurring is extremely improbable, and do not
consider this to be a feasible scenario.
27. Tamarind propose to use blow out preventers at each wellhead during drilling activities. A blow out
preventer is a series of valves attached to the top of a wellhead that may be closed if control of
formation fluids is lost. The EPA notes that this is a significant risk mitigation measure that is an industry
standard approach to mitigating risk.
28. Tamarind assert that the semi-submersible used to undertake the sidetrack drilling is highly likely to be
able to drill a relief well in the event well control is lost, and the 45-day model is the most feasible worstcase scenario. EPA staff have noted Tamarind’s assertion and have compared the extent of the spill
between the 45-day and 110-day models for the purposes of notification. EPA staff note that the extent
of the affected areas of the 110-day spill model is the same as the 45-day spill model, however the
likelihood of some areas being affected and the scale of that effect is greater in the 110-day model.
29. Given that there is no substantial difference in the geographic spread of the oil spill under the 110-day
model compared to the 45-day model, EPA staff propose notifying the application based on the most
feasible scenario, in this case, the 45-day spill.
30. In order to determine the geographic boundaries of that spill scenario in relation to parties that may be
affected by Tamarind’s applications, EPA staff reviewed the oil spill modelling annexed to the
applications. EPA staff also reviewed maps, tables, and recommendations provided in the impact
assessment and annexes to understand the basis of the impact thresholds for the 45-day model. The
45-day model accounts for oceanic and tidal currents, tidal elevations, water temperature, and wind
direction. The model output includes maps of 100 spill simulations which EPA staff used to determine
the geographic boundaries within which there may be parties with existing interests affected by a loss of
well control from Amokura-2H.
31. EPA staff reviewed the scale and significance of the effects described in the 45-day oil spill model. The
model suggested a 45-day loss of well control at Amokura-2H would release 356,780 barrels of Tui
Crude oil into the Tui Field. The model provides the extent of the oil spill over the west coast of the
North Island, and lists the probabilities of oil exposure over sea surface and shorelines of potentially
affected areas.
32. The model categorises the level (or scale) of oil exposure on the sea surface and the shoreline into
three groups: low, moderate, and high. These categories were derived from data presented in literature
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cited within the modelling studies4. These studies found that levels of oil exposure that fall within the low
category will result in a visible slick on the sea surface or a stain on the shoreline. This may result in
potential amenity impacts. Levels of oil exposure that fall within the moderate and high categories may
result in respectively more significant and adverse ecological impacts. An independent offshore
consultant (Genesis) conveyed similar advice when assessing Shell Todd Oil Service’s condensate spill
modelling for application EEZ1000105.
33. The maps used to determine the extent of notification for the 45-day model represent all of the 100 spill
scenarios. The maps show the areas impacted by low, moderate, and high exposure over the shoreline
and the sea surface6. Each area is also given a probability of being exposed to each of the levels of oil
exposure7. EPA staff used these maps and the probabilities of oil exposure as a starting point to
determine the geographic extent of notification on the basis that parties with existing interests in an area
should be notified if the modelling indicates there is low, moderate, or high exposure of oil in that area
during a spill.
34. However, we note that the model loses reliability at probabilities under five percent (as noted by
Genesis in its review of shoreline oiling thresholds for condensate spill modelling in EEZ000010 8). That
is, below this point it is difficult to be certain that the effects of oil exposure will arise as predicted by the
model. In fact there is a high degree of uncertainty.
35. An alternative approach would be to notify all parties beyond the margins of what is able to be
supported by robust modelling and analysis. The fine distinction is between a narrow reading that “may”
includes all possibilities, and a reading of “may” as encompassing a range of likely or unlikely outcomes
of effects.
36. It is because of that uncertainty that we consider it is reasonable to only identify parties with existing
interests that may be affected, as required by section 46 of the EEZ Act, in those geographic areas with
a greater than five percent probability of being affected in the event of a feasible worst-case scenario oil
spill. This five percent threshold is an appropriate break point for reliably identifying those parties with
existing interests that may be affected. The likelihood of existing interests being affected, as predicted
by the model, below five percent probability is so uncertain as to be highly unlikely albeit not a fanciful
proposition
37.

We understand that this shifts the threshold of notification to parties who, within the limits of the
modelling, probably may be affected rather than possibly may be affected and therefore, there is a
chance that a small minority of persons with existing interests may not be identified or directly notified.

4

Pages 24 to 27 of Annex F of Tamarind’s applications documents
Genesis – discussion of shoreline oiling thresholds
6
Pages 44 and 50 of Annex F of Tamarind’s applications documents.
7
Pages 40 and 41 of Annex F of Tamarind’s applications documents.
8
Para 4.3 Genesis – discussion of shoreline oiling thresholds
5
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We note however, that the EPA’s approach to notification is neither determinative of a persons standing
in terms of whether or not a person has an existing interest, nor does it in any way restrict any persons
ability to submit on the applications. We consider this approach of adopting the five percent probability
as a level below which parties cannot reliably be identified as may be affected still enables the EPA to
discharge its duty to directly notify all parties with existing interests that may be affected under section
46 of the EEZ Act.
38. On this basis, the geographic extent of notification for the Tamarind development drilling applications
ranges from the Kapiti coast in the Wellington region (the southern-most point with a greater than five
percent likelihood of being affected) to the northern boundary of the Waitomo district (the northern-most
point with a greater than five percent likelihood of being affected).

Section 46(1) parties to be served a copy of the public notice
Other Ministers with responsibilities that may be affected by the activity
(section 46(1)(b)(A))
39. The EPA is required to serve notice on every other Minister with responsibilities that may be affected by
the activity for which consent is sought. Section 148(3) of the EEZ Act provides that a Minister of the
Crown may be served by service on the Chief Executive of the appropriate department of State.
40. The Ministerial portfolios considered to be potentially affected by the applications that will be served a
copy of the public notice by serving the Chief Executive of the appropriate department/ministry are:
Ministry for the Environment, Department of Conservation, Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Business
Innovation and Employment, Ministry for Primary Industries, and WorkSafe New Zealand.
41. Service of the Chief Executives of these departments/ministries will be by email and post.

Maritime New Zealand (section 46(1)(b)(B))
42. Maritime New Zealand will be served a copy of the public notice as required under section 46(1)(b)(B) of
the Act.

Iwi authorities that the EPA considers may be affected by the applications
(section 46(1)(b)(C))
43. The iwi authorities identified in the Tamarind application who may be affected by the applications are:


Te Kahui o Taranaki Trust, and



Ngati Tara Hapū
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44. Kaupapa Kura Taiao (KKT) the EPA’s Maori Policy and Operational Group have identified 35 iwi / Hapū
authorities that may be affected by the application, this list includes Te Kahui o Taranaki Trust (which is
the representative organisation for Ngati Tara Hapū).
45. It is proposed that the 35 iwi authorities will be served a copy of the public notice including the iwi
authorities identified by Tamarind in the applications.

Customary marine title groups and protected customary rights groups that the
EPA considers may be affected by the applications (section 46(1)(b)(D) and
(E))
46. There are four customary marine title groups that the EPA considers may be affected by the application.
All four groups are also protected customary rights groups and will be served a copy of the public notice
in accordance with section 46(1)(b)(D) and section 46(1)(b)(E) of the EEZ Act.

Other persons that the EPA considers have existing interests that may be
affected by the applications (section 46(1)(b)(F))
47. Section 4(1) of the EEZ Act defines ‘existing interests’ as, the interest a person has in “(a) any lawfully established existing activity, whether or not authorised by or under any Act or
regulations, including rights of access, navigation, and fishing:
(b)

any activity that may be undertaken under the authority of an existing marine consent
granted under section 62:

(c)

any activity that may be undertaken under the authority of an existing resource consent
granted under the Resource Management Act 1991:

(d)

the settlement of a historical claim under the Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975:

(e)

the settlement of a contemporary claim under the Treaty of Waitangi as provided for in an
Act, including the Treaty of Waitangi (Fisheries Claims) Settlement Act 1992:

(f)

a protected customary right or customary marine title recognised under the Marine and
Coastal Area (Takutai Moana) Act 2011.”

Consideration of section 4(1)(a) - Any lawfully established existing activity, whether or not
authorised by or under any Act or regulations, including rights of access, navigation, and
fishing:
48. Groups or organisations that undertake lawfully established activities in the area that may be affected
following an oil spill have been identified by contacting government agencies with a marine
management regime, FishServe, and local government bodies.
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49. Approximately 888 groups or organisations with lawfully established activities will be served a copy of
the public notice.
Government agencies
50. On 21 February 2018, the EPA wrote to Energy and Resources Markets branch (formerly New Zealand
Petroleum and Minerals (NZP&M)) as part of Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE)
to seek its assistance in identifying any existing interests. On 14 March 2018, MBIE replied stating they
have no record of the parties consulted for the original Petroleum Mining Permit 38158 granted to AWE
(Tamarind’s predecessor), nor did MBIE identify any other existing interests that may be affected.
51. The EPA also wrote to the Department of Conservation (DoC) to seek its assistance in identifying any
existing interests. DoC identified 42 organisations or individuals, including DoC concession
holders/tourist operators, researchers, marine mammal permit holders and other interest groups that it
considers may have an existing interest in the application. These will be served a copy of the public
notice.
FishServe
52. On 26 April 2018, the EPA contacted FishServe, a company which is contracted by Ministry of Primary
Industries (MPI) to administer fisheries quota and other related information, to seek assistance in
identifying existing interests. The EPA requested contact details for quota and/or annual catch
entitlement (ACE) owners within Fisheries Management Areas (FMA) 8. FMA 8 extends from
Plimmerton to Waikawau, Waikato. FMA 8 captures all but 31 kilometres of coast between Waikawau
and the northern extent of the Waitomo district. These 31 kilometres fall within FMA 9. EPA staff do not
propose to serve copies of the public notice on quota or ACE owners within FMA 9, given >98.8%
(2,810 Kilometres of coastline) of FMA 9 is not within the geographic boundaries of notification.
53. FishServe identified 794 fishing quota holders and ACE holders in FMA 8. These will all be served a
copy of the public notice.
Local Government Bodies
54. Given the recent collation of contact details of water based recreational groups or organisations in the
area that may be affected by the application provided by the district councils for the 2014 TTR
application, OMV Maari and STOS Māui applications we propose using this information where it relates
to offshore recreational groups or organisations within the Taranaki and Manawatu-Wanganui regions.
The contact details of recreational groups and organisations have been updated to reflect changes over
time. We have also endeavoured to identify water-based recreational groups (include fishing clubs, and
diving or boating clubs) and coastal community groups within the Waitomo and Kapiti districts that may
be affected by the applications.
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55. We identified 52 water based recreational or community groups that will be served a copy of the public
notice.

Other lawfully established existing activities
56. OMV, Beach Energy, and Shell Taranaki will be notified of the applications as lawfully established
existing activities. These operators have marine consents and/or marine discharge consents (granted
either under section 62 of the EEZ Act), and/or deemed marine discharge consents (granted under
section 164B of the EEZ Act), and/or ruling certificates provided under section 162(2) of the EEZ Act.

Consideration of section 4(1)(b): any activity that may be undertaken under the authority of
an existing marine consent granted under section 62:
57. There are 16 marine consents granted under section 62 of the EEZ Act that may be affected by the
application.
Applicant

Consent number

Type of marine consent granted

STOS (now Shell Taranaki)

EEZ0201

Non-notified marine consent -exploration drilling

OMV

EEZ0202

Non-notified marine consent -exploration drilling

OMV

EEZ0204

Non-notified marine consent –Change of consent condition

OMV

EEZ000007

Notified marine consent – Development drilling

STOS (now Shell Taranaki)

EEZ000010

Notified marine consent – Extraction and production

TTR

EEZ000011

Notified marine consent – Iron sand mining (under appeal)

Shell Taranaki

EEZ100014

Notified marine consent – Jack–up rig use

OMV

EEZ300002

Non-notified marine discharge consent – New corrosion
inhibitor

AWE (now Tamarind)

EEZ300003

Non-notified marine discharge consent – Replacement of
discharged substances

AWE (now Tamarind)

EEZ300003-2

Non-notified marine discharge consent – Change of
condition

OMV

EEZ300004

Non-notified marine discharge consent – Renewal of Maari
discharge consent

OMV

EEZ300004-1

Non-notified marine discharge consent – Change of
condition

OMV

EEZ300005

Non-notified marine discharge consent – Addition of
harmful substance to discharge consent EEZ900004

Tamarind

EEZ300006

Non-notified marine discharge consent – Replacement
discharge consent for EEZ900016

STOS (now Shell Taranaki)

EEZ300007

Non-notified marine discharge consent - Addition of harmful
substances to deemed consent EEZ900016

Shell Taranaki

EEZ300008

Non-notified marine discharge consent - Hot tapping
discharge consent
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58. Based on the table above, Shell Taranaki Limited (formerly Shell Todd Oil Services), OMV New Zealand
Ltd, and Trans-Tasman Resources Limited will be served a copy of the public notice.

Consideration of section 4(1)(c) any activity that may be undertaken under the authority of
an existing resource consent granted under the Resource Management Act 1991:
59. As the application could impact on areas within the limits of the Territorial Sea9, Taranaki Regional
Council, Horizons Regional Council, Waikato Regional Council, and Greater Wellington Regional
Council were contacted in March and April 2018 and asked to provide an updated list of resource
consent holders that may be affected.
60. Approximately 183 resource consent holders were identified and will be served a copy of the public
notice.

Consideration of section 4(1)(d),(e) and (f): historical claims, or settlement of a
contemporary claim under the Treaty of Waitangi, and protected customary right or marine
title
61. KKT has identified a further 37 Mandated Iwi Organisations and one Recognised Iwi Organisation with
fishing interests in the area that may be affected following an oil spill from a loss of well control at
Amokura-2H.
62. In total with consideration to paragraphs 43 to 45 above, there are 77 Maori groups/individuals identified
by KKT that will be served a copy of the public notice including the iwi authorities identified by Tamarind
in the application documents.

Existing Interests identified by the applicant
63. When making an application for marine consent the impact assessment must “identify persons whose
existing interests are likely to be adversely affected by the activity”. It is proposed that all of those
persons identified as existing interests in the applications are served a copy of the public notice in
accordance with section 46(1)(b)(F) of the EEZ Act.
64. Tamarind have identified the following as existing interests: Shell Taranaki Limited, Octanex NZ Limited,
Todd Exploration Limited, OMV New Zealand Limited, Energy Petroleum Taranaki Limited, NZOG
54857 Limited, NZOG Energy Limited, Beach Energy Limited, WestSide New Zealand Limited, Taranaki
Ventures Limited, commercial and customary fishing interests, Te Kahui o Taranaki Trust, and Ngāti
Tara Hapū. We will serve these parties with a copy of the public notice.
65. In addition, Tamarind consulted with wide range of groups including number of local and national groups
including iwi and hapū groups, regional and territorial authorities, and national regulators with

9

Territorial Sea as it applies to Regional Councils is defined in the Resource Management Act and is cross referenced to the Territorial
Sea and Exclusive Economic Zone Act (1977). It ranges up to 12 nautical mile offshore.
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responsibilities for marine management. We do not consider all these group qualify as existing interests.
The groups we do consider as existing interests will be served a copy of the public notice.
66. Tamarind do not consider any resource consent holders granted consents by Taranaki Regional
Council, South Taranaki District Council, or New Plymouth District Council as potentially affected by the
project due to the distance of the project area offshore10. The EPA considers that resource consent
holders between the northern extent of the Waitomo district and the southern extent of the Kapiti district
have an existing interest and should be served a copy of the public notice as discussed in paragraphs
59 and 60 above.
67. Tamarind consider one historic claim settled under the Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975 relevant to the
activities for which marine consent and marine discharge consent is sought. The application identifies
Te Kahui o Taranaki Trust, and Ngāti Tara Hapū as interests in claim OTS-053-55 under the Taranaki
Iwi Claims Settlement Act 2016, which extends over the area to which Tamarind’s activities relate.
68. Tamarind identify 57 iwi organisations under the Maori Fisheries Act 2004 that were allocated fisheries
assets. In addition, Te Ohu Kai Moana has been identified as an existing interest based on their
statutory role defined in the Maori Fisheries Act 2004. The EPA has identified 38 Mandated or
Recognised Iwi Organisations that should be served a copy of the public notice as discussed in
paragraph 61.
69. Tamarind state that there are no customary right or customary marine titles, which have been recognised
under the Marine and Coastal Area (Takutai Moana) Act 2011 in the vicinity of the area of interest (which
Tamarind define as PMP38158). It identifies a current application by Te Kahui o Taranaki Trust that has
been lodged that is relevant to the project area. The EPA note that applications under the Marine and
Coastal Area (Takutai Moana) Act 2011 that are not yet decided are not considered existing interests
under the EEZ Act. The EPA has identified four customary right or customary marine title groups that
should be served a copy of the public notice as noted in paragraph 46.

Regional councils whose regions may be affected by the proposal
(section 46(1)(b)(G))
70. Regional councils whose regions may be affected by the applications are to be served a copy of the
public notice. Regional councils have responsibilities under the Maritime Transport Act 1994 regarding
spill contingency plans and spill response. They are likely to have a role in any potential clean-up or
containment operations if an event were to occur.

10

Paragraph 1.3.4, Page 13 of the Impact Assessment
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71. Waikato Regional Council, Taranaki Regional Council, Horizons Regional Council, and Greater
Wellington Regional Council are to be served a copy of the public notice as their regions may be
affected by the applications.

Conclusions on identification of section 46 parties
72. Based on the approach taken, we have identified approximately 1162 parties to be served a copy of the
public notice.
73. The list of parties identified is summarised in Appendix 2.

Serving existing interests electronically
74. Section 148 of the EEZ Act states that “If a notice or other document is to be served on a person for the
purposes of this Act,—
(a) it must, if the person has specified an electronic address as an address for service for the matter to
which the document relates, be served by sending it to the electronic address”
75. We will serve the public notice on existing interests by sending it to the electronic address if the person
has specified an electronic address as an address for service. We will service the public notice by post if
no electronic address is specified, or if existing interests prefer to be served by post.
76. Copies of the notification letters to be sent to parties on Friday 4 May 2018 are attached in Appendix 3.
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Recommendations
It is recommended that you:


Agree to the notification approach as described above

Yes / No



Approve the Public Notice (Appendix 1)

Yes / No



Agree to publish the public notice in The Dominion Post and the Taranaki Daily

Yes / No

News


Agree the EPA will make copies of the application publicly available at the EPA

Yes / No

office in Wellington, and at Puke Ariki Public Library


Agree that the EPA post/email copies of the public notice to parties that are to be

Yes / No

served a copy of the public notice.

2 May 2018

Richard Johnson

Date

Manager EEZ Applications
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Appendix 1 – Copy of Public Notice

PUBLIC NOTICE
Tamarind development drilling applications
Applications for marine consent and marine discharge consent
(EEZ100016)
On 8 March 2018, Tamarind Taranaki Limited (Tamarind) lodged applications with the Environmental
Protection Authority (EPA) for marine consent to undertake sidetrack development drilling within the Tui Field,
and for marine discharge consent to discharge offshore processing drainage from deck drains aboard a drill
rig. In accordance with section 46 of the Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf (Environmental
Effects) Act 2012, the EPA gives notice of these applications.

Summary of the applications
Tamarind’s marine consent application is to enable the drilling of up to five sidetrack development wells from
up to four of its existing wells, including associated logistical and environmental monitoring activities, in the
Tui Field. The Tui Field (PMP38158) is located in the Taranaki Basin, 19.3 km offshore from Taranaki. The
Tui Field comprises of five producing oil wells situated in water depths of approximately 125 metres. The
wells are connected to a Floating Production Storage and Offloading facility, the Umuroa which is located
approximately 50 km offshore at 39o25’39.80’’S, 173o14’12.40’’E, and which processes the produced
reservoir fluids. The locations of the Tui Field and wells are shown on the map.

Sidetrack development drilling is the process of re-entering an existing well from the well's surface location,
with drilling equipment, for the purpose of drilling from the existing well bore, to an alternate zone or location
to achieve production from that location. In this instance a significant portion of the sidetrack development
wells will be drilled horizontally allowing access to adjacent, undrained portions of an oil reservoir in the Tui
Field.
Tamarind’s marine consent application also
includes the installation and removal of a semisubmersible drill rig at each of the existing well
locations to be drilled and for the temporary
anchoring of the rig in the Tui Field as a
contingency if required for operational or logistical
purposes. A semi-submersible rig is a type of
mobile offshore drilling unit that comprises of a
working deck that sits atop large pontoons and
hollow columns. Seawater is pumped into the
pontoons and columns to partially submerge the rig; this creates a stable platform for drilling. The drilling rig
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will be held in place using dynamic positioning thrusters, which will be backed up using a maximum of 12
temporary mooring lines and anchors deployed on the sea floor.

The marine discharge consent application is limited to the discharge of harmful substances from the
hazardous and non-hazardous deck drains aboard a semi-submersible drill rig. A full description of the
proposal is included in the Impact Assessment that accompanies the applications, which is available at the
locations specified below.

Where to view the application
Tamarind’s applications and further information on the process can be viewed on the EPA’s website at:
www.epa.govt.nz under the Public Consultation area of the website.
The application can also be viewed in hard copy during normal office hours at:


EPA Office, Level 10, 215 Lambton Quay, Wellington



Puke Ariki Library, 1 Ariki Street, New Plymouth

How to make a submission
Anyone can make a submission on the applications, provided it is in the prescribed submission form.
You can make a submission online at www.epa.govt.nz. Submission forms are also available from
www.epa.govt.nz, the locations listed above, or can be requested by contacting the EPA on 0800 222 510 or
via email at tamarind@epa.govt.nz.

You must also send a copy of your submission to Tamarind Taranaki Limited:


By email at tamarinddevelopment@tamarindresources.com, or



By post to Tamarind Taranaki Limited, PO Box 8156, New Plymouth 4342, or



Delivered in person to Simon Knapman, level 8, 33 Gill Street, New Plymouth

Submissions must be received by the EPA no later than 5.00pm on 18 June 2018.
Richard Johnson
Manager, EEZ Applications
Under delegation from the Environmental Protection Authority

Appendix 2 – Table of directly notified parties

Parties to be served a copy of the Public Notice for the Tamarind development drilling applications for marine consent and marine discharge
consent to extract and process iron sand within the South Taranaki Bight
S 46(1)(b)(ii) EEZ Act
A.

Organisation

Number (approx.)

Service Method

6

Post and Email

Ministers with
responsibilities that may be
affected by the activity for
which consent is sought

Chief Executive of: Ministry for the Environment, Department of
Conservation, Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Business Innovation
and Employment, Ministry for Primary Industries, WorkSafe New
Zealand

B.

Maritime NZ

Maritime New Zealand

1

Post and Email

C.

iwi authorities that the EPA

Iwi Authorities/ Iwi organisations
Mandated Iwi Organisations
Recognised Iwi Organisations

35
37
1

Post and Email
Post and Email
Email

Applicants and groups with a customary marine title recognised
under Marine and Coastal Area (Takutai Moana) Act 2011

4

Email

Applicants and groups with a protected customary right

4 (same parties as
D)

Email

Any lawfully established existing activity (including NIWA), whether
or not authorised by or under any Act or regulations, including rights
of access, navigation and fishing.

888

Post and Email

3

Post

considers may be affected
by the applications
D.

customary marine title
groups that the EPA
considers may be affected
by the applications

E.

protected customary rights
groups that the EPA
considers may be affected
by the applications

F.

Other persons that the EPA
considers have existing
Interests that may be
affected by the application

Activities undertaken under an existing marine consents granted
under s 62 EEZ Act


OMV New Zealand



Shell Taranaki Limited

S 46(1)(b)(ii) EEZ Act

Organisation


Number (approx.)

Service Method

17
120
39
7

Post
Post
Post
Post

4

Post

Trans-Tasman Resources Limited

Activities undertaken under an existing resource consent granted
under the Resource Management Act

G. Regional Councils whose
regions may be affected by
the application

TOTAL



Horizons Coastal Permit Holders



Taranaki Coastal Permit Holders



Waikato Coastal Permit Holders



Greater Wellington Coastal Permit Holders

Taranaki Regional Council
Horizons Regional Council
Greater Wellington Regional Council
Waikato Regional Council

1162

Appendix 3 – Copy of Letters to Notified Parties

File Ref: EEZ100016

4 May 2018
«First_Name» «Last_Name»
«Position»
«Organisation»
«Address_1»
«Address_2»
«Address_3»
«City» «Post_code»
«Country»
Dear Sir/Madam
Public notification of the Tamarind Taranaki Limited applications for marine consent and
marine discharge consent
On 4 May 2018 the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) notified the applications lodged by
Tamarind Taranaki Limited for marine consent and marine discharge consent, as set out in the
enclosed Public Notice.
If you wish to view the applications, it is available in hardcopy at the locations specified in the enclosed
Public Notice. A copy of the applications can also be viewed in the Public Consultations area on the
EPA’s website at: www.epa.govt.nz
Why are we sending you this letter?
In accordance with section 46(1)(b)(ii)(G) of the Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf
(Environmental Effects) Act 2012, the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) is required to serve a
copy of the public notice of the Tamarind Taranaki Limited applications for marine consent and marine
discharge consent on regional councils whose regions may be affected by the application.
The closing time and date for submissions is 5.00pm on Monday 18 June 2018. Any person can
make a submission on the applications.
You can make an online submission via the EPA website at: www.epa.govt.nz. You can also make a
hard copy submission. You can download a submission form from the EPA website or we will post
one to you if you contact the EEZ Applications team at the details below. Hard copy submission forms
are also available at the locations identified in the enclosed Public Notice. These forms can be
emailed or posted back to the EPA and a copy must also be sent to the applicant, Tamarind Taranaki
Limited, at the address on the submission form.
Updates on the Tamarind Taranaki Limited marine consent and marine discharge consent applications
process are available on the EPA’s website. If you have any questions please contact
Tamarind@epa.govt.nz or phone 0800 222 510.
Yours faithfully

Richard Johnson
Manager EEZ Applications
Climate, Land & Oceans

File Ref: EEZ100016

4 May 2018
Keith Manch
Chief Executive and Director
Maritime New Zealand
PO Box 25620
Wellington 6146
Dear Mr Manch
Public notification of the Tamarind Taranaki Limited applications for marine consent and
marine discharge consent
On 4 May 2018 the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) notified the applications lodged by
Tamarind Taranaki Limited for marine consent and marine discharge consent, as set out in the
enclosed Public Notice.
If you wish to view the applications, it is available in hardcopy at the locations specified in the enclosed
Public Notice. A copy of the applications can also be viewed in the Public Consultations area on the
EPA’s website at: www.epa.govt.nz
Why are we sending you this letter?
In accordance with section 46(1)(b)(ii)(B) of the Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf
(Environmental Effects) Act 2012, the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) is required to serve a
copy of the public notice of the Tamarind Taranaki Limited applications for marine consent and marine
discharge consent on Maritime New Zealand.
The closing time and date for submissions is 5.00pm on Monday 18 June 2018. Any person can
make a submission on the application.
You can make an online submission via the EPA website at: www.epa.govt.nz.
You can also make a hard copy submission. You can download a submission form from the EPA
website or we will post one to you if you contact the EEZ Applications team at the details below. Hard
copy submission forms are also available at the locations identified in the enclosed Public Notice.
These forms can be emailed or posted back to the EPA and a copy must also be sent to the applicant,
Tamarind Taranaki Limited, at the address on the submission form.
Updates on the Tamarind Taranaki Limited marine consent and marine discharge consent applications
process are available on the EPA’s website. If you have any questions please contact
Tamarind@epa.govt.nz or phone 0800 222 510.

Yours sincerely

Richard Johnson
Manager EEZ Applications
Climate, Land & Oceans

File Ref: EEZ100016

4 May 2018
«First_Name» «Last_Name»
«Position»
«Organisation»
«Address_1»
«Address_2»
«Address_3»
«City» «Post_code»
«Country»
Dear Sir/Madam
Public notification of the Tamarind Taranaki Limited applications for marine consent and
marine discharge consent
On 4 May 2018 the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) notified the applications lodged by
Tamarind Taranaki Limited for marine consent and marine discharge consent, as set out in the
enclosed Public Notice.
If you wish to view the applications, it is available in hardcopy at the locations specified in the enclosed
Public Notice. A copy of the applications can also be viewed in the Public Consultations area on the
EPA’s website at: www.epa.govt.nz
Why are we sending you this letter?
In accordance with section 46(1)(b)(ii)(A) of the Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf
(Environmental Effects) Act 2012, the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) is required to serve a
copy of the public notice of Tamarind Taranaki Limited applications for marine consent and marine
discharge consent on Ministers with responsibilities that may be affected by the activity for which
consent is sought. We consider your Minister may have responsibilities that may be affected by the
activities Tamarind Taranaki Limited is seeking consent for. Therefore we are serving notice on you as
the Chief Executive of the relevant government department on behalf of your Minister/s.
The closing time and date for submissions is 5.00pm on Monday 18 June 2018. Any person can
make a submission on the applications.
You can make an online submission via the EPA website at: www.epa.govt.nz
You can also make a hard copy submission. You can download a submission form from the EPA
website or we will post one to you if you contact the EEZ Applications team at the details below. Hard
copy submission forms are also available at the locations identified in the enclosed Public Notice.
These forms can be emailed or posted back to the EPA and a copy must also be sent to the applicant,
Tamarind Taranaki Limited, at the address on the form.
Updates on the Tamarind Taranaki Limited marine consent and marine discharge consent applications
process are available on the EPA’s website. Please do not hesitate to contact me directly on 04 474
5453 or richard.johnson@epa.govt.nz if you have any queries regarding this letter.

Yours faithfully

Richard Johnson
Manager EEZ Applications
Climate, Land & Oceans

File Ref: EEZ100016

4 May 2018
«First_Name» «Last_Name»
«Position»
«Organisation»
«Address_1»
«Address_2»
«Address_3»
«City» «Post_code»
«Country»
Public notification of the Tamarind Taranaki Limited applications for marine consent and marine
discharge consent
E aku nui, e aku rahi, ngā mātā waka e tiaki i ngā taiao katoa mai i ngā maunga, ki a ngā awa katoa,
tēnā tātau katoa
On 4 May 2018 the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) notified the applications lodged by
Tamarind Taranaki Limited for marine consent and marine discharge consent, as set out in the enclosed
Public Notice.
If you wish to view the applications, it is available in hardcopy at the locations specified in the enclosed
Public Notice. A copy of the applications can also be viewed in the Public Consultations area on the
EPA’s website at: www.epa.govt.nz
Why are we sending you this letter?
The EPA considers that you represent an iwi authority, a customary marine title group or a protected
customary rights group that may be affected by the applications. Therefore, in accordance with section
46(1)(b)(ii) (C) to (E) of the Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf (Environmental Effects) Act
2012, you are being served with a copy of the enclosed Public Notice. The EPA requests that you use
your own communication processes to inform your members of the opportunity to make a submission on
the applications.
The closing time and date for submissions is 5.00pm on Monday 18 June 2018. Any person can
make a submission on the applications.
You can make an online submission via the EPA website at: www.epa.govt.nz
You can also make a hard copy submission. You can download a submission form from the EPA website
or we will post one to you if you contact the EEZ Applications team at the details below. Hard copy
submission forms are also available at the locations identified in the enclosed Public Notice. These forms
can be emailed or posted back to the EPA and a copy must also be sent to the applicant, Tamarind
Taranaki Limited, at the address on the submission form.
Updates on the Tamarind Taranaki Limited marine consent and marine discharge consent applications
process are available on the EPA’s website. If you have any questions please contact
Tamarind@epa.govt.nz or phone 0800 222 510.
Nō reira, he mihi manaaki ki a koutou

Richard Johnson
Manager EEZ Applications
Climate, Land & Oceans

File Ref: EEZ100016

4 May 2018
«First_Name» «Last_Name»
«Position»
«Organisation»
«Address_1»
«Address_2»
«Address_3»
«City» «Post_code»
«Country»
Dear Sir/Madam
Public notification of the Tamarind Taranaki Limited applications for marine consent and
marine discharge consent
On 4 May 2018 the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) notified the applications lodged by
Tamarind Taranaki Limited for marine consent and marine discharge consent, as set out in the
enclosed Public Notice.
If you wish to view the applications, it is available in hardcopy at the locations specified in the enclosed
Public Notice. A copy of the applications can also be viewed in the Public Consultations area on the
EPA’s website at: www.epa.govt.nz
Why are we sending you this letter?
The EPA considers that you may have existing interests that may be affected by the applications.
Therefore, in accordance with section 46(1)(b)(ii)(F) of the Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental
Shelf (Environmental Effects) Act 2012, you are being served with a copy of the enclosed Public
Notice. The EPA requests that you use your own communication processes to inform your
client/members of the opportunity to make a submission on the applications.
The closing time and date for submissions is 5.00pm on Monday 18 June 2018. Any person can
make a submission on the applications.
You can make an online submission via the EPA website at: www.epa.govt.nz
You can also make a hard copy submission. You can download a submission form from the EPA
website or we will post one to you if you contact the EEZ Applications team at the details below. Hard
copy submission forms are also available at the locations identified in the enclosed Public Notice.
These forms can be emailed or posted back to the EPA and a copy must also be sent to the applicant,
Tamarind Taranaki Limited, at the address on the submission form.
Updates on the Tamarind Taranaki Limited marine consent and marine discharge consent applications
process are available on the EPA’s website. If you have any questions please contact
Tamarind@epa.govt.nz or phone 0800 222 510.
Yours faithfully
Richard Johnson

Manager EEZ Applications
Climate, Land & Oceans

